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FACTOR IX INHIBITOR DEVELOPMENT IN 
CONGENITAL HEMOPHILIA B PATIENTS WITH 

NONACOG ALFA TREATMENT

The incidence of factor IX inhibitor development in congenital hemophilia B is low (3-5%
depending on population) and usually occurs in the first days of treatment. Guidelines suggest
that, after 150 days exposed to the drug (ED), testing is only required if clinically indicated.
But we detected two cases in which the inhibitors were developed on long term treatments.
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To describe all worldwide reported cases in which the patients develop inhibitors
when they were treated with Nonacog alfa. We focus on the time it took to develop
the inhibitors, since the treatment started.

We searched on VigiBase® and FEDRA® (Global and Spanish Pharmacovigilance Database,
respectively), including all spontaneous reports performed in patients with Nonacog alfa who
have developed inhibitors in the last 20 years. All patients who didn’t have laboratory
confirmation were excluded.
Age, gender, reporting country, Nonacog alfa treatment starting date, EDs and confirmation
inhibitor testing date were recorded.

• Patients treated for several years are also susceptible to develop inhibitors.
• It is easy that they have even exceed the 150 EDs.
• Consequently it is so important to monitor all patients, throughout all the treatment.

8 in Japan

15 in Europe
29 in USA

CHRONOLOGY OF INHIBITOR DEVELOPMENT

In the first year of treatment 

* In the first 100 days

19

12

Between first and second year 2

Between second and third year 1

Between third and fourth year 1

Between fourth and fifth year 2

Between fifth and sixth year 0

Between sixth and seventh year 1

Unknown 26

52 cases worldwide

45 males, 2 females, 5 unknown

Ages: 9 months – 50 years (19 unknown)

Impossible to confirm EDs in any cases

CONCLUSION


